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IMILAB KW66

1.28” 3D HD curved Screen  |  30 - Day Battery Life  |  Customize Watch Face  |  Sport Data Poster  |  Heart Rate Sensor VC31

13 Sport Modes 24h Bio Tracker IP68 Waterproof IML Treatment Metal Body



About IMILAB

IMILAB is not just another company focused on smart home gadgets. We are parents 

and family members, business owners, and homeowners. Because we understand the 

value of our properties and the vital need to protect them, we developed easy-to-use 

security cameras, offering all the tools needed to keep your loved ones and guests safe.

Established in April 2014, we ensure our products' quality by personally designing, 

developing, and upgrading all unique features. We do this with the understanding that 

security is not a product but a fundamental necessity.

We aim to Redefine a More Secure Life

Our mission is simple: We want to keep your family, property, and neighborhood safe. 

We're also passionate about providing customers access to high-quality, smart home 

products at affordable prices.

We started IMILAB to build a more secure home with wisdom as the starting point, based 

on high-tech enterprises in the field of smart homes. We work with our partners to make 

the latest technology that serves every family and creates a happy home life.



Invested by xiaomi and longcheer, as one of Xiaomi Eco Brands.

Company Profile



Core Features

30 - Day Battery Life1.28” 3D HD curved Screen Customize Watch Face Sport Data Poster

24h Bio Tracker IP68 Waterproof Metal Body13 Sport Modes



1.28” 3D HD Curved Screen 

IMILAB KW66, is a versatile, all-in-one smartwatch 

featuring a fetish design, it is thinner and lighter 

than ever before, all while offering a bigger 

display screen.

With 1.28” 3D HD Curved Screen, IMILAB KW66 

expresses your individual character.



30 Days Battery Life

So much more battery life. Less to worry about.

With IMILAB KW66 , our engineers wanted to deliver 

a full 30-day battery life without sacrificing features.

The challenge?

It takes a lot to power a watch this smart and packed 

with features.

340 mAh 30 days 15 days

Standby Daily usePolymer Li-ion
Battery



Customize Watch Face 

Creating your exclusive watch face , make it unique, any dial 

or any time ,just for you.

Watch face push

Various watch faces can be downloaded and pushed from 

App, freely to add and change new watch faces to meet 

your daily match requirements.



Sport Data Poster

IMILAB KW66 always has your heart in mind. By

monitoring your heart rate 24 hours, it’s made for 

all the ways you move.

We keeps an eye on your cardiovascular heath and 

your fitness with a bigger sensor.

Get the most out of every workout. Whether you’re 

in water swimming or cycling in the gym, IMILAB 

KW66 will track your progress and help you reach 

your fitness goals. With 13 sports modes, it offers

customizing tracking and coaching for daily activity.



13 Sport Modes

Built-in low consumption sensors, accurate workout status can be tracked real-time.



24 Hours Heart Rate Monitor

Built-in optical heart rate sensor, with advanced algorithm, ensures you full day heart rate monitor at rest or during workout.



IP68 Waterproof

Fully sealed construction ensures KW66 waterproof 
IP68. It can survive in daily hand washing, corrosion 
from daily chemical products or sweats, also ensure 
you carefree in the pool.



Concise & Thin, Fit Your Style

IMILAB KW66, is a versatile, all-in-one smartwatch 

featuring a fetish design. It is thinner and lighter than 

ever before, all while offering a bigger display screen.

With interchangeable various color straps, it fits you in 

any occasions.



In-time Notification Push

No matter an incoming calls, SMS, or notifications 

from other Apps ,KW66 could notify you immediately 

with a vibrating reminders.

Never miss what matters.



Name IMILAB KW66

Dimension 45.3mm x12.7mm

Bluetooth Version V5.0

Touch Screen Capacitive touch screen

Compatibility Android 5.1 or above IOS 9.0 or above 

Definition 240 x 240 Pixels

Display 1.28 inch TFT screen

Water & Dust Proof IP68

Operation Temperature -20 - 45℃

Battery Life 30 Days 

Charger Magnetic Charging cable 

Battery Capacity 340mAh

Weight (with Strap) 54g

Data sync Could be upload to App for analysing

Spec



Function Parameter



What’s in the Box

1.IMILAB KW66

2.Magnetic Charging cable 

3.User manual

CTN

QTY
G.W. L W H CBM

kg (cm) (cm) (cm) (m³)

50 8.5 44.5 34.5 15 0.024


